Usually, the stability of queueing networks is established by explicitly determining the invariant distribution. However, outside of the narrow class of queueing networks possessing a product form solution, such explicit solutions are rare, and consequently little is known concerning stability too.
Introduction
Usually, the stability of a queueing network is established by explicitly determining an invariant distribution. However, outside of the relatively narrow class of queueing networks
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y Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and the Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois, 1308 West Main Street, Urbana, IL 61801. admitting a product form solution for the invariant distribution, such explicit solutions are rare. Consequently, stability results are also rare.
Here we develop a procedure for establishing stability of a queueing network operating under a scheduling policy. It is based on just solving a linear program on the coe cients of a quadratic form. Alternatively, a nonlinear program can also be used. The goal is to programmatically construct a quadratic Lyapunov function on bu er levels that has a negative drift, whenever the mean number of parts in the system is large. This allows one to deduce the stability{in{the{mean of a system, even if it is not Markovian. For Markovian systems, such stability is equivalent to the existence of a steady{state distribution, i.e., positive recurrence. Moreover, for Markovian systems, our method also establishes geometric convergence of an exponential moment.
Such stability results are important for a variety of reasons. First, they are a precursor to more ne grained questions concerning the performance levels of various scheduling policies. Second, several unstable scheduling policies have recently been discovered. Kumar and Seidman 2] and Chase and Ramadge 3] provide examples of deterministic systems which are unstable under all clearing, i.e., exhaustive service, policies. Lu and Kumar 1] provide an example of a re-entrant line with deterministic processing times, and deterministic bursty arrivals, for which a certain bu er priority policy is unstable. Rybko and Stolyar 4] provide an example of a stochastic network which is unstable under a certain bu er priority policy. Recently, Seidman 5] has demonstrated the instability of the well known First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy, also for a deterministic model. Bramson 6] has recently constructed a stochastic re-entrant line, that is also unstable under the FCFS policy. Third, there has been much recent interest in the use of heavy tra c Brownian approximations to construct scheduling policies for queueing networks; see Harrison 7] and Harrison and Wein 8] . Clearly, to establish heavy tra c limit theorems, it is necessary to establish the stability of the queueing networks involved. Dai and Wang 12] have constructed a counterexample where the Brownian approximation does not hold; see also Whitt 13] and Dai and Nguyen 14] . Indeed, heavy tra c limit theorems appear to be only available for systems that are already known to be stable; see Reiman 9, 10] and Peterson 11] .
Quadratic Lyapunov functions nd widespread use in linear system theory. For stochastic systems, Kingman 15] The network consists of S machines f1;2;:::;Sg; see Figure 1 . Parts arrive as a Poisson process of rate to bu er b 1 , located at machine (1) 2 f1;:::;Sg. Upon completing service, they proceed to bu er b 2 located at machine (2) 2 f1;:::;Sg. Let b L at machine (L) be the last bu er visited. The sequence f (1); : : :; (L)g is the route of the part. Since one may have (i) = (j) for some pairs i and j with i 6 = j, we say that the system is a re-entrant line. Let us suppose that parts in b i require an exponentially distributed service time, with otherwise. For simplicity, we suppose that a machine works on only one part at any given time.
The key problem in \scheduling" such queueing networks is to determine which part in which bu er the machine should serve, i.e., which w i (t) should be 1. Clearly, an optimal choice for reasonable criteria will depend on the location, i.e., the bu er, occupied by the part. However, when the service priority depends on the bu er (i.e., \class" of a part), the steady{state distribution, if any, is not known, and, as mentioned earlier, neither is stability.
As an example, the well known First Come First Serve Policy (FCFS) can be stable or unstable for particular systems, when the i 's are not the same for all bu ers at a machine. Similarly, bu er priority policies can be stable or unstable for particular systems and values of parameters.
Copositive Matrices
Let Q be a symmetric L L matrix that gives rise to a quadratic form which is non{negative 
Such matrices are called symmetric copositive matrices. As will be shown in Section 5, our methodology will automatically con ne itself to the sub{class of symmetric strictly copositive matrices. These are symmetric copositive matrices Q for which additionally, The procedure we advocate below could be used with any Q satisfying (1). For concreteness, we will con ne our attention to the following special types of copositive matrices, It is easy to see that any symmetric, non{negative matrix, i.e., one for which, Q T = Q = q ij ], with q ij 0 for all i, j, is copositive. Also, any positive semide nite matrix, i.e., a Q for which, Q = Q T and x T Qx 0 for all x, is copositive. Moreover, any convex combination (or linear combination with positive weights) of such matrices is also copositive, since the set of symmetric copositive matrices is a convex cone.
The Basic Characterization
We shall rescale time so that,
and resort to \uniformization," see Lippman 27] . That is, we shall suppose that there is always either a real or a \virtual" part that is being served at every bu er b i . Let f n g, with 0 = 0, denote the sequence of all arrival and service time, real or virtual, and let F n denote the -eld generated by events up to time n .
Let x(t) := (x 1 (t); : : :; x L (t)) T denote the vector of queue lengths. In accordance with terminology of Markov Decision Processes, we will call x(t) the \state." A policy whose action at any time t depends only on x(t) is called stationary, again in accordance with the terminology of Markov Decision Processes. Under a stationary policy, the system is described by the Markov chain fx(t)g.
We will treat a larger class of scheduling policies than stationary policies. We will consider any scheduling policy which takes a constant action in intervals of the form n ; n+1 ), and call such a policy non{interruptive. (The term non{interruptive should not be confused with the term non{preemptive). As an example, the well known First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy is non{interruptive. Note that any scheduling policy that does not change actions between real transition epochs is non{interruptive. Of course, all stationary policies are of this form, and are hence automatically non{interruptive. We will allow preemptive priority at an epoch, if the scheduling policy calls for it. 
Using (2) and the symmetry of Q as in (1), we obtain 
Hence,
Let us suppose that the initial condition is deterministic (or more generally, a bounded random variable, or even more generally, has a nite second moment). As noted earlier, x( n ) grows no faster than linearly in n. Hence E(x 2 ( n )) exists for every n. By taking the unconditional expectation, we obtain,
Let us denote, z ij ( n ) := w i ( n )x j ( n ): (5) Using (5), (4) can be written as
By summing over n, and telescoping, we obtain
In the last inequality above, we have used the non{negativity of x T ( N +1 )Qx( N +1 ), which is guaranteed by the copositivity condition (1), since x( N +1 ) lies in the non{negative orthant. Now note that if we can nd a > 0 so that,
then from (6) we would have stability{in{the{mean, i.e.,
E(x j ( n )) M 00 < +1 for all N:
Before we pursue the issue of nding such a , we point out certain consequences of stability{in{the{mean for stationary, non{idling policies. In the rest of this paper we will restrict attention to scheduling policies that are non{idling, i.e., whenever one of the bu ers at a machine is non-empty, then the machine cannot stay idle. For stationary, non{idling policies, fx( n )g is a time{homogeneous, countable state, Markov chain, which has a single communicating class that is aperiodic (since the origin can be reached from every state, and the system can stay at the origin for two consecutive time steps). The condition (7) then guarantees positive recurrence, i.e., the existence of an unique steady state probability distribution. To see this, note that if the chain is not positively recurrent, then the probability that the chain is in a xed nite set of states converges to zero as n ! 1. However, then, that is so even for the nite set of states fx : P L 1 x i M 00 , and all x i 0 and integralg. This contradicts (7) . Moreover, the Markov chain has bounded rst moment, and the mean total number of customers converges to a nite steady state value. In fact, we will show in the next section that it even establishes the geometric convergence of an exponential moment.
Let us now see how to assure (7) for some > 0. We will actually work at assuring that the inequality (7) holds without the expectation being taken, i.e.,
Let us now motivate the reason for restricting our attention to non{idling policies, in our tests for stability. Note that the coe cients q 1j of the x j ( n )'s on the left hand side above are all non{negative, while the corresponding coe cient (? ) on the right hand side is negative. Clearly, to assure (8) it is necessary that there exist some choice of constants f ij g for which,
ij z ij ( n ): Focusing on a xed index j, one will in particular need x j ( n ) to be bounded above by some linear combination of fz ij ( n ) : 1 i Lg. This can only be assured if some machine is guaranteed to be working whenever x j > 0; hence the restriction to non{idling scheduling policies in the sequel.
Let us return to (8) . For notational convenience, let us de ne q L+1;j := 0 for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; L:
Focusing on a xed value of the index j, it is clear that (8) is assured, if
i (q i+1;j ? q ij )z ij ( n ) ? x j ( n ) for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; L: (9) Grouping the terms by machine, i.e., using f1;2;:::;Lg = S fi : (i) = g, we see that the LHS of (9) satis es, We now investigate how to assure that the RHS of (10) and so,
Moreover, since other machines need not be working when b j is non-empty, we have the non-idling inequalities,
Employing ( Moreover, if the scheduling policy is stationary, then there is an unique steady{state probability distribution.
From Stability to Geometric Convergence of an Exponential Moment
In fact, for a Markovian system, the above Lyapunov based negative drift argument actually establishes the geometric convergence of an exponential moment (de ned below). Thus, in particular it establishes the niteness of all (polynomial) moments, and their geometric ergodicity. To see this, we simply work with the square{root of the earlier Lyapunov function. From Figure 2 , just as we obtained (3), we obtain,
From the concavity of the square{root, we obtain, Above, (y) denotes the steady{state probability of the state y. Hence, in particular, the Markov chain admits a nite exponential moment. That is, for some C 0 < 1, E exp( kx( n )k)] C 0 exp( kxk) < 1 for all n:
The reader is referred to Meyn and Tweedie 29] for estimates of the rate of convergence. It is worth mentioning that the uniformization procedure is just a way of computing the drift Ax T Qx, where A is the extended generator for the unsampled Markov process. Thus one actually has, for some < 1, jE f(x t )] ? P y f(y) (y)j < C t V (x) for all x; and all t 0, i.e., a similar geometric convergence for the original unsampled chain.
A Linear Programming Characterization
As noted earlier, if Q is a symmetric non{negative matrix, then it is copositive. Note now that the LHS of (13) If the linear program has value 1, then every non{idling non{interruptive policy is stable{ in{the{mean. Moreover, every non{idling, stationary policy has a geometrically converging exponential moment. However, if the value of the linear program is 0, then no conclusion can be drawn regarding stability or instability.
Example: All Non-Idling Policies Stable
Consider the system shown in Figure 3 . Then, to show that there exists a Q = Q T satisfying (7), it is su cient to nd q ij = q ji 0, so that q 11 ; q 12 ; q 13 ] 2 6 4 x 1 ( n ) x 2 ( n ) x 3 ( n ) 3 7 5 = 3 + = 4 be the load factor on the two machines. Our goal is to determine whether the system is stable for all < 1.
First note from the equations involving in (13) and Corollary 1, that if the value of the linear program is 1 for some 0 then it is 1 for all < 0 . Hence there will be critical value crit , such that the linear program has value 1 for < crit and value 0 for > crit .
Equivalently, there exists such a crit . So we wish to see if crit = 1.
Investigating the linear program from Corollary 1, we nd that its value is 1 for < 0:55587 (approximately), and 0 for 0:55587 < < 1. Thus we can only assert stability for < 0:95(0:55587) = 0:528. Then, x i ( n ) > 0 ) w j ( n ) = 0, if (i) < (j) and (i) = (j). Hence z ji = w j ( n )x i ( n ) = 0, if (i) < (j) and (i) = (j). As a consequence, First, let us examine the class of all non{idling policies. The plot of its value as a function of 2 1 and 2 is given in Figure 6 . It shows that the system is stable for all values of 2 1 < 1 and 2 < 1. Hence, for 1 = 3 , the LBFS policy is stable in the entire capacity region. Now turn to the FBFS policy. Its linear program is also almost the same as (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , except that (20) is changed to the following: q 11 + 1 (q 12 ? q 11 ) + maxf 2 (q 13 ? q 12 ); 0g + 0: (26) The plot of its value is the same as that of LBFS, as shown in Figure 6 . Hence it is also stable in the entire stability region, when 1 = 3 .
A Nonlinear Programming Characterization
Note that every symmetric positive semide nite Q is copositive. Thus, in our stability tests, we could use the class of symmetric positive semide nite matrices. Every such Q possesses a square root A, i.e., Q = A T A. Hence, one may search over the unrestricted space of a ij 's, rather than the space of q ij 's. This yields the following Theorem. Max subject to all the constraints of Corollary 1, except that every q ij is replaced by P L k=1 a ki a kj , and the non{negativity constraint on the q ij 's is removed. If this nonlinear program has value 1, then, every non-idling, non{interruptive, scheduling policy is stable in the mean. Moreover, then, every non{idling, stationary policy gives rise to a Markov chain, with a geometrically converging exponential moment.
Also, one can extend this Theorem to search over convex combinations of a non{negative matrix, and a positive semide nite matrix. This yields the following Theorem. then, every non-idling, non{interruptive, scheduling policy is stable in the mean. Moreover, then, every non{idling, stationary policy gives rise to a Markov chain, with a geometrically converging exponential moment.
Both these theorems can be extended in the same ways as Theorem 1, to treat various kinds of systems and scheduling policies.
To go beyond Theorems 5 and 6, and obtain the most powerful test obtainable through our approach, one could simply check whether the value of the Linear Program in Theorem 3 is 1, without imposing any sign restrictions on q ij , i.e., after removing the constraints q ij 0. If the value is indeed 1, one can then test whether the obtained Q is copositive, using an algorithm as in 25]. However, as noted in Section 3, the test of copositivity is NP-Complete, and may therefore be computationally complex for systems of large size. Figure 7 . Hence
Proceeding as in Section 4, one may obtain the following theorem. The following linear program tests the stability of the system for all 1 Figure 10 , for most of the rest of the capacity region, the system is stable, since the value of the linear program is 1. However, there is a small region where the value of the linear program is 0; thus the stability remains unresolved there.
Concluding Remarks
We have provided here a programmatic procedure for establishing stability of queueing networks and scheduling policies. There are several interesting questions which arise. First, it would be useful to study the structure of the linear or nonlinear programs, and thus directly establish the stability of policies. We have done so analytically for the Example of Section 7. Second, in all the examples tested by us, any Q giving a negative drift was always found to be a non{negative matrix. It would be useful to determine whether there exists an example of a system where Q is copositive but not non{negative. This should show that the more powerful tests of Section 11 are in fact valuable. Third, it would be useful to implement a multi{step drift version of the above results. Finally, it would be useful to carry out a similar development for \instability" results, as in Fayolle 16] and Co man et al 20] .
